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Title: Oxford Dictionaries' word of the year  

First Broadcast: 17.11.2016 

Source: ABC’s The 7.30 Report 

Minutes: 5:13 

Video & Script: http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2016/s4577096.htm  

Summary: 
The world's leading dictionaries have announced their word of the year along with a list 
of new words that have joined the lexicon. 

Interviewee(s) • David Astle, crossword composer and wordsmith 

Related Stories: 
• https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/nov/15/post-truth-named-word-of-the-

year-by-oxford-dictionaries 

 
 
 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - which ones don't you know or you are unsure what 
they mean? 
 
 

� achieve prominence (n) � pedantic question (adj) � coziness (n) 

� influential (adj) � feel compelled (v) � sinister development (adj) 

� objective truth (adj) � reluctant (adj) � nomination (n) 

� catch on (v) � direct insult (n) � fertile (adj)  

� spike (v) � remark (n) � culprit (n) 
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DEFINITION MATCH 
 
Can you match the words with their correct definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
  
 

abusive or rude comment  
become popular or fashionable  
choosing, selection  
feeling of comfort and relaxation  
frightening, evil, alarming, disturbing  
imaginative, inventive, creative  
importance, noticeability  
increase sharply, reach a peak  
not influenced by personal feelings 
or opinions, factual, actual 

 

obliged, forced, pressured  
offender, wrongdoer, guilty 
person 

 

overly concerned with minor details 
or rules 

 

powerful, authoritative  
unwilling, opposed  
written or spoken comment  

 

achieve prominence (n) 
influential (adj) 
objective truth (adj) 

catch on (v) 
spike (v) 

pedantic question (adj) 
feel compelled (v) 

reluctant (adj) 
direct insult (n) 
remark (n) 

coziness (n) 
sinister development (adj) 

nomination (n) 
fertile (adj)  

culprit (n) 
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SUMMARY 
 
The world's leading dictionaries have announced their word of the year along with a list of new words 
that have joined the lexicon.  
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
Ø What does “to coin a word” mean? 

 
Ø How do the dictionary editors decide which words to include on their word of the year list? 
 
Ø The Oxford Dictionaries declared “post-truth" the word of 2016. What this mean? 
 
Ø Other words added to Oxford Dictionaries include “hygge”, “Brexit” and “sharenting” – what do they 

mean? 
 
Ø The word “post-truth" is hyphenated. Why are some words hyphenated and others aren’t? Why, for 

example, are the words hat-trick and part-time hyphenated? 
 
Ø David Astle says with some compounds, like workplace, “the hyphen drops out like a little milk tooth”. 

What does he mean? 
 
Ø Another word the interviewer says she has noticed people using a lot lately is “yuge” to mean “huge”. 

David Astle says it's where a "h" meets a long "u", and where that happens, … normally the "h" 
sound drops off for the "y". Try saying both versions of the word. 

 
 
PRE-LISTENING 
 
Try to complete the following exercise before you watch the report 
 
• Post-truth relates more to opinions and views based on …  

a. objective facts            b. people’s emotions           c. lies 
 
• What does “throw shade”, another newly added word, mean?  

A. To criticize someone            B. To compliment someone           C.To block someone’s light  
 
• The word “hygge” means a situation that is …  

a. scary and unsafe     b. new and exciting         c. cosy and comfortable 
 
• What does “sharenting” mean?  

A. It’s when a parent likes to share some of their child’s first experiences 
B. It’s when different parents share the care of their children 
C. It’s when parents encourage their children to share their toys with others 

 
• The inclusion of which word in the shortlist for word of the year does David Astle have an issue with? 

A. post-truth            B. hygge            C. sharenting  
  
 
LISTENING 
 
 
Watch the report and check your answers 
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COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS 
 
After watching the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
 
1. The word “post-truth" was first coined this year. T  /  F 

 
2. Who does David Astle say decides whether a hyphen remains or drops out in compound words?  

A. The government        B. The people         C. Lexicographers 
 
3. The word “hygge”, which is on both Oxford and Collins Dictionaries' shortlist for word of the year, 

comes from which language? …………………………………………… 
 
4. Why does David Astle have an issue with the word hygge being included in the shortlist for word of 

the year? …………………………………………………………………………………………  
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 
 

prominence                    influential                    objective                  catch on 
spike                     pedantic                  compelled                  reluctant                  
remark                  coziness                  sinister                  nomination 

fertile                       culprit 
 
 
 
1. A judge needs to look at evidence ……………………………………………..………………. 
2. After walking into class and finding insulting remarks written about him on the whiteboard, the 

teacher told the students he would do whatever it takes to find the ……………………………………………. 
3. Although it was freezing cold, for some strange reason the woman felt ……………………………………………… 

to jump in the ocean and go for a swim. 
4. Before becoming a presidential candidate, Donald Trump was already a …………………………………………… 

business man. He’s now one of the most recognizable people in the world. 
5. Bob Dylan is regarded as being one of the most ……………………………………………artists of the last 

hundred years and this was reflected in the fact he recently won the Nobel prize for literature. 
6. Halloween is a very popular American tradition but has begun to ……………………………………………quickly 

in other countries like Australia. 
7. Many people regard the government’s new anti-terrorism laws, which would allow everybody’s phone 

calls and internet usage to be recorded, as a ……………………………………………breach of privacy. 
8. The atmosphere in the café was very ……………………………………………with comfortable couches, relaxing 

music and nice wooden tables with candles on each one. 
9. The man hated his job and his pedantic boss.  But he was ……………………………………………to leave until 

he could find other employment which was as well paid. 
10. The manager often annoyed his employees because he was so ……………………………………………. He 

insisted they follow every single rule without exception. 
11. The rate of unemployment ……………………………………………in the late 1990s before gradually falling over 

the next decade. 
12. The shop owner often made insulting ……………………………………………to his staff about customers who 

came into the shop, for example by calling and them stupid or ugly. 
13. The woman was ……………………………………………for a bravery award after she saved a drowning child. 
14. To be a successful novelist you need a ……………………………………………imagination. 
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ANSWERS 
 
• people’s emotions            
• To criticize someone   
• cosy and comfortable 
• It’s when a parent likes to share 

some of their child’s first 
experiences 

• Hygge  
 

1. F – 1995 (approximately) 
2. The people          
3. Danish 
4. Because it is about being Danish (so how can it be claimed as 

English?) 
 

  
abusive or rude comment insult 
become popular or fashionable catch on 
choosing, selection nomination 
feeling of comfort and relaxation coziness 
frightening, evil, alarming, disturbing sinister 
imaginative, inventive, creative fertile 
importance, noticeability prominence 
increase sharply, reach a peak spike 
not influenced by personal feelings or opinions, factual, actual objective 
obliged, forced, pressured compelled 
offender, wrongdoer, guilty 
person 

culprit 

overly concerned with minor details or rules pedantic 
powerful, authoritative influential 
unwilling, opposed reluctant 
written or spoken comment remark 
 
1. A judge needs to look at evidence objectively. 
2. After walking into class and finding insulting remarks written about him on the whiteboard, the 

teacher told the students he would do whatever it takes to find the culprit. 
3. Although it was freezing cold, for some strange reason the woman felt compelled to jump in the 

ocean and go for a swim. 
4. Before becoming a presidential candidate, Donald Trump was already a prominent business man. 

He’s now one of the most recognizable people in the world. 
5. Bob Dylan is regarded as being one of the most influential artists of the last hundred years and this 

was reflected in the fact he recently won the Nobel prize for literature. 
6. Halloween is a very popular American tradition but has begun to catch on quickly in other countries 

like Australia. 
7. Many people regard the government’s new anti-terrorism laws, which would allow everybody’s phone 

calls and internet usage to be recorded, as a sinister breach of privacy. 
8. The atmosphere in the café was very cozy with comfortable couches, relaxing music and nice 

wooden tables with candles on each one. 
9. The man hated his job and his pedantic boss.  But he was reluctant to leave until he could find other 

employment which was as well paid. 
10. The manager often annoyed his employees because he was so pedantic. He insisted they follow 

every single rule without exception. 
11. The rate of unemployment spiked in the late 1990s before gradually falling over the next decade. 
12. The shop owner often made insulting remarks to his staff about customers who came into the shop, 

for example by calling and them stupid or ugly. 
13. The woman was nominated for a bravery award after she saved a drowning child. 
14. To be a successful novelist you need a fertile imagination. 
 


